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Abstract

In this paper we study the isotopism classes of two-step nilpotent alge-

bras. We show that every nilpotent Leibniz algebra g with dim[g, g] = 1 is

isotopic to the Heisenberg Lie algebra or to the Heisenberg algebra l
J1

2n+1,

where J1 is the n × n Jordan block of eigenvalue 1. We also prove that

two such algebras are isotopic if and only if the Lie racks integrating them

are isotopic. This gives the classification of Lie racks whose tangent space

at the unit element is a nilpotent Leibniz algebra with one-dimensional

commutator ideal. Eventually, we introduce new isotopism invariants for

Leibniz algebras and Lie racks.
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Introduction

Leibniz algebras were first introduced by J.-L. Loday in [20] as a non-
antisymmetric version of Lie algebras. Earlier, such algebraic structures were
considered by A. Blokh, who called them D-algebras [7] for their strict connec-
tion with the derivations. Leibniz algebras play a significant role in different
areas of mathematics and physics.

Many results of Lie algebras were also established in the frame of Leibniz
algebras. One of them is the Levi decomposition (see [4]), which states that
every finite-dimensional Leibniz algebra g over a field F, with char(F) = 0, is
the semidirect product of a solvable ideal (the radical of g) and a semisimple
subalgebra, which is a Lie algebra. This makes clear the importance of the
problem of Lie and Leibniz algebras classification, which has been dealt with
since the 20th century (see [5], [6], [3], [8], [22], [11] and [10], just for giving some
examples). However in general, given two Leibniz algebras g and h, it is hard
to check if g and h are isomorphic or not. As we will see, in some cases it it is
easier to verify if there exists an isotopism between them, i.e. if there is a triple
of linear isomorphisms (f, g, h) : g ⇆ h such that [f(x), g(y)]h = h([x, y]g), for
every x, y ∈ g.

In [18] two-step nilpotent algebras over a field F, with char(F) 6= 2, were
classified and integrated into Lie racks. However, the problem of finding the
isomorphism classes of these algebras is still open, also in the case that F is the
field of complex numbers.

In this paper our goal is to use the notion of isotopism, which was introduced
by A. A. Albert in 1942 (see [1], [2] and [16]) in order to classify non-associative
algebras, and then used in [14] and [15] for classifying filiform Lie algebras over
finite fields, to find a complete classification of nilpotent Leibniz algebras with
one-dimensional commutator ideal. We prove that two such algebras are isotopic
if and only if the Lie racks integrating them are isotopic. By using this result,
we are able to find the isotopism classes of Lie racks whose tangent space at the
unit element is a nilpotent Leibniz algebra with one-dimensional commutator
ideal.

In Sections 1 and 2 we resume the main results about the classification
and the integration of two-step nilpotent algebras [18, 19]. We recall that,
up to isomorphism, there are only three classes of indecomposable nilpotent
Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal, namely the Heisenberg
algebras lA2n+1, parametrized by their dimension 2n + 1 and a n × n matrix A
in canonical form, the Kronecker algebras kn and the Dieudonné algebras dn,
both parametrized by their dimension only. We also recall the construction of
the Lie rack integrating a two-step nilpotent algebra.

In Section 3 we give the definitions of isotopism of Leibniz algebras and
Lie racks. We recall that every isotopism is isomorphic to a so-called principal
isotopism and we give the explicit construction of an isotopism between the
Heisenberg Lie algebra h3 and a nilpotent Leibniz non-Lie algebra.

In Section 4 we introduce new isotopism invariants for Leibniz algebras and
Lie racks and we prove that every indecomposable nilpotent Leibniz algebra g
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with dimF[g, g] = 1 is either isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra lJ1

2n+1, where
J1 is the n× n Jordan block of eigenvalue 1, or it is isotopic to the Heisenberg
Lie algebra h2n+1. Finally we show that, if g and h are real Leibniz algebras
with dimR[g, g] = dimR[h, h] = 1 and X,Y are the Lie racks integrating them,
then g is isotopic to h if and only if X is isotopic to Y . This implies that a Lie
rack X integrating a Leibniz algebra g, with dimR[g, g] = 1, is either isomorphic
to the Heisenberg rack RJ1

2n+1, or it is isotopic to the conjugation Conj(H2n+1)
of the Heisenberg Lie group.

1 Preliminaries

We assume that F is a field with char(F) 6= 2. For the general theory we refer
to [4] and [20].

Definition 1.1. A left Leibniz algebra over F is a vector space g over F endowed
with a bilinear map (called commutator or bracket) [−,−] : g × g → g which
satisfies the left Leibniz identity

[x, [y, z]] = [[x, y] , z] + [y, [x, z]] , ∀x, y, z ∈ g.

In the same way one can define a right Leibniz algebra, using the right
Leibniz identity

[[x, y] , z] = [[x, z], y] + [x, [y, z]] , ∀x, y, z ∈ g.

A Leibniz algebra that is both left and right is called symmetric Leibniz algebra.
From now on we assume that dimF g < ∞.

Every Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra and every Leibniz algebra with skew-
symmetric commutator is a Lie algebra. The Leibniz kernel of g

Leib(g) = 〈[x, x] |x ∈ g〉

is the smallest two-sided ideal of g such that g/Leib(g) is a Lie algebra. This
defines an adjunction [21] between the category Lie of Lie algebras over F and
the category Leib of Leibniz algebras over F. The left adjoint of the full inclusion
i : Lie → Leib is π : Leib → Lie, defined by π(g) = g/Leib(g).

For a Leibniz algebra g, the left center and the right center are respectively

Zl(g) = {x ∈ g | [x, g] = 0} , Zr(g) = {x ∈ g | [g, x] = 0}

and they coincide when g is a Lie algebra. The center of g is Z(g) = Zl(g)∩Zr(g).
We recall that in general Zl(g) is an ideal of the left Leibniz algebra g, meanwhile
the right center is not even a subalgebra. Moreover Leib(g) ⊆ Zl(g), since

[[x, x], y] = [x, [x, y]]− [x, [x, y]] = 0, ∀x, y ∈ g.

We recall now the definitions of solvable and nilpotent Leibniz algebra.
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Definition 1.2. Let g be a left Leibniz algebra over F and let

g0 = g, gk+1 = [gk, gk], ∀k ≥ 0

be the derived series of g. g is n-step solvable if gn−1 6= 0 and gn = 0.

Definition 1.3. Let g be a left Leibniz algebra over F and let

g(0) = g, g(k+1) = [g, g(k)], ∀k ≥ 0

be the lower central series of g. g is n-step nilpotent if g(n−1) 6= 0 and g(n) = 0.

When n = 2, two-step nilpotent Leibniz algebras lie in different varieties of
non-associative algebras, such as associative, alternative and Zinbiel algebras.
For this reason we will refer at them as two-step nilpotent algebras and we have
the following.

Proposition 1.4. [18] Let g be a n-step nilpotent Leibniz algebra.

(i) If n = 2, then g(1) = [g, g] ⊆ Z(g) and g is a symmetric Leibniz algebra;

(ii) If dimF[g, g] = 1, then n = 2.

Nilpotent Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal were clas-
sified in [18]. It was proved that, up to isomorphism, there are only the following
three classes of indecomposable nilpotent Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional
commutator ideal.

Definition 1.5. [18] Let f(x) ∈ F [x] be a monic irreducible polynomial. Let
k ∈ N and let A = (aij)i,j be the companion matrix of f(x)k. The Heisen-
berg Leibniz algebra lA2n+1 is the (2n+1)-dimensional Leibniz algebra with basis
{e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, z} and the Leibniz brackets are given by

[ei, fj] = (δij + aij)z, [fj , ei] = (−δij + aij)z, ∀i, j = 1, . . . , n.

If A is the zero matrix, then we obtain the Heisenberg algebra h2n+1, i.e.
the (2n+1)−dimensional Lie algebra with [ei, fj] = δijh, for any i, j = 1, . . . , n,
where δij is the Kronecker delta.

Definition 1.6. [18] Let n ∈ N. The Kronecker Leibniz algebra kn is the
(2n + 1)-dimensional Leibniz algebra with basis {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, z} and
the Leibniz brackets are given by

[ei, fi] = [fi, ei] = z, ∀i = 1, . . . , n

[ei, fi−1] = z, [fi−1, ei] = −z, ∀i = 2, . . . , n.

Definition 1.7. [18] Let n ∈ N. The Dieudonné Leibniz algebra dn is the
(2n+2)-dimensional Leibniz algebra with basis {e1, . . . , e2n+1, z} and the Leibniz
brackets are given by

[e1, en+2] = z,

[ei, en+i] = [ei, en+i+1] = z, ∀i = 2, . . . , n,

[en+1, e2n+1] = z,

[ei, ei−n] = z, [ei, ei−n−1] = −z, ∀i = n+ 2, . . . , 2n+ 1.
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For every n ∈ N, the Kronecker algebra kn and the Dieudonné algebra dn
are not Lie algebras and they are unique up to isomorphisms.

Now we recall the description of the Heisenberg algebras in the case the field
F is C or R.

1.1 Complex Heisenberg algebras

Let n ∈ N and let f(x) = x− a ∈ C[x]. Then the companion matrix A of f(x)n

is similar to the n× n Jordan block Ja of eigenvalue a. Thus lA2n+1
∼= lJa

2n+1 and
the non-trivial commutators are

[ei, fi] = (1 + a)h, [fi, ei] = (−1 + a)h, ∀i = 1, . . . , n,

[ei, fi−1] = [fi−1, ei] = h, ∀i = 2, . . . , n,

where {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, h} is a basis of lJa

2n+1. One can check that

Zl(l
Ja

2n+1)) = Zr(l
Ja

2n+1)) = [lJa

2n+1, l
Ja

2n+1] = Fh, ∀a 6= ±1

Zl(l
J1

2n+1) = Zr(l
J−1

2n+1) = 〈fn, h〉,

Zr(l
J1

2n+1) = Zl(l
J−1

2n+1) = 〈e1, h〉.

and we have the following.

Proposition 1.8. [18] Let a ∈ C. The Heisenberg algebras lJa

2n+1 and l
J−a

2n+1 are
isomorphic.

We observe that the problem of finding the isomorphism classes of the com-
plex Heisenberg algebras is still open, but when n = 1 the converse result of
Proposition 1.8 is also true.

Proposition 1.9. [18] Let a, a′ ∈ C. Then la3 and la
′

3 are isomorphic if and
only if a′ = ±a.

In Theorem 4.4 we will show that, for any a 6= ±1, there exists an isotopism
between lJa

2n+1 and the Heisenberg Lie algebra h2n+1.

1.2 Real Heisenberg algebras

Let f(x) ∈ R[x] be an irreducible monic polynomial. If f(x) = x − a, then
lA2n+1

∼= lJa

2n+1, as in the complex case. So we suppose that f(x) = x2 + bx+ c,
with b2 − 4c < 0.

Let z = α + iβ ∈ C be a root of f(x). Then f(x) = (x − z)(x − z̄) and the
companion matrix A of f(x)n in similar to the 2n× 2n real block matrix

JR =











R 0 · · · 0
I2 R · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...
0 · · · I2 R











, where R =

(

α β
−β α

)
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is the realification of the complex number z. Thus lA4n+1
∼= lJR

4n+1 and we have
the following, when n = 1.

Proposition 1.10. [18] Let f(x), g(x) ∈ R[x] be irreducible monic polynomials
of degree two. Let z, z′ ∈ C be roots of f(x) and g(x) respectively and let R,R′

be the realifications of z and z′. Then lR5
∼= lR

′

5 if and only if R′ = ±R.

2 The coquecigrue problem for nilpotent Leibniz

algebras

In this section, the underlying field of any vector space is F = R.

Definition 2.1. A (left) rack is a set X with a binary operation ✄ : X×X → X
which is (left) autodistributive,

x✄ (y ✄ z) = (x✄ y)✄ (x✄ z) , ∀x, y, z ∈ X

and such that x✄− : X → X is a bijection for every x ∈ X. A rack is pointed if
there exists an element 1 ∈ X, called the unit, such that 1✄x = x and x✄1 = 1,
for every x ∈ X. A rack (X,✄) is a quandle if x✄ x = x, for every x ∈ X (i.e.
✄ is idempotent).

Here we work with pointed racks.

Definition 2.2. Let (X,✄, 1) and (Y,✄Y , 1Y ) be pointed racks. A pointed
rack homomorphism is a map f : X → Y such that f(1) = 1Y and f(x ✄ y) =
f(x)✄Y f(y), for every x, y ∈ X.

Definition 2.3. [12] A non-empty subset Z of a pointed rack (X,✄, 1) is a
subrack of X if 1 ∈ Z and x✄ y ∈ Z, for every x, y ∈ Z. A subrack Z of X is
a left (resp. right) ideal if x✄ y ∈ Z (resp. y ✄ x ∈ Z), for any x ∈ X and for
any y ∈ Z. A subrack Z of X that is both a left and a right ideal is said to be
a two-sided ideal, or simply an ideal of X.

The basic example of a pointed rack is any group G endowed with its con-
jugation. We denote it by Conj(G). In this case the unit element is the
unit 1G of the group G, Conj(G) is a quandle and its left ideals are pre-
cisely the normal subgroups of G. More in general, it is defined a functor
Conj: Grp → PRack, where Grp is the category of groups and PRack is the
category of pointed racks, which has a left adjoint [21] Asp : PRack → Grp

defined by Asp(X) = As(X)/〈[1]〉, where

As(X) = F(X)/〈{xyx−1 (x✄ y−1) | x, y ∈ X}〉,

F(X) is the free group generated by X and 〈[1]〉 is the subgroup of As(X)
generated by the class [1] of the unit element 1 of the rack X .
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Definition 2.4. A Lie rack is a pointed rack (X,✄, 1) such that X is a smooth
manifold, ✄ is a smooth map and such that x✄− is a diffeomorphism, for every
x ∈ X.

In [17] M. K. Kinyon showed that the tangent T1 X space at the unit element
of a Lie rack (X,✄, 1), endowed with the bracket

[x, y] = adx(y),

where ad: T1 X → gl(T1 X) is the differential of the map Φ: X 7→ GL(T1 X),
Φ(x) = T1(x✄−), for every x ∈ X , is a Leibniz algebra.

Proposition 2.5. [17] Let (X,✄, 1) be a Lie rack. Then the above bracket
[x, y] = adx(y), defines on T1 X a Leibniz algebra structure.

In other words, for every x, y ∈ T1 X , we have

∂2

∂s∂t

∣

∣

∣

∣

s,t=0

γ1(s)✄ γ2(t) = [x, y],

where γ1, γ2 : [0, 1] → X are smooth paths such that γ1(0) = γ2(0) = 1, γ′
1(0) =

x and γ′
2(0) = y.

The converse problem, that is to find a manifold endowed with a smooth
operation such that the tangent space at the distinguished point, endowed with
the differential of this operation, gives a Leibniz algebra isomorphic to the given
one, is known as the coquecigrue problem. M. K. Kinyon solved the coquecigrue
problem for the class of split Leibniz algebras [17]. More recently S. Covez in [9]
showed how to integrate every Leibniz algebra into a local Lie rack. The general
coquecigrue problem is still open. In [18] the authors showed that nilpotent
real Leibniz algebras admit always a global integration. They also integrated
explicitly the indecomposable nilpotent Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional
commutator ideal classified in the previous section.

Every left Leibniz algebra g can be seen as an abelian extension of a Lie
subalgebra g0 ⊆ gl(g) by a g0−module a [9]. For instance, one can take a = Zl(g)
and g0 = ad(g) ∼= g/Zl(g), where ad: g → gl(g), defined by adx = [x,−] for any
x ∈ g, is the left adjoint map. We associate with g the short exact sequence

0 a g g0 0

and we have a Leibniz algebras 2−cocycle ω : g0×g0 → a such that g = g0⊕ω a.
Moreover the Leibniz algebra structure of g is given by

[(x, a) , (y, b)] =
(

[x, y]g0
, ρx(b) + ω(x, y)

)

,

where ρ : g0 × a → a is the action of g0 on a.

Theorem 2.6. [9] Every Leibniz algebra g = g0 ⊕ω a can be integrated into a
Lie local rack of the form

G0 ×f a

7



with operation defined by

(g, a)✄ (h, b) =
(

ghg−1, φg(b) + f(g, h)
)

and unit (1, 0), where G0 is a Lie group such that Lie(G0) = g0, φ is the
exponentiation of the action ρ, f : G0×G0 → a is the Lie local racks 2− cocycle
defined by

f(g, h) =

∫

γh

(

∫

γg

τ2(ω)eq

)eq

, ∀g, h ∈ G0

and τ2(ω) ∈ ZL1(g0,Hom(g0, a)) is defined by τ2(ω)(x)(y) = ω(x, y), for every
x, y ∈ g0.

In the case that a Lie rack integrating a Leibniz algebra g is a quandle, we
have the following.

Theorem 2.7. [18] Let X be a Lie rack integrating a Leibniz algebra g. X
is a quandle if and only if g is a Lie algebra. Moreover X = Conj(G), where
Lie(G) = g and Lie : LieGrp → Lie is the functor which sends every real Lie
group G to its Lie algebra Lie(G).

For the class of nilpotent Leibniz algebras, the integration proposed by
S. Covez is global.

Theorem 2.8. [18] Every nilpotent real Leibniz algebra g has a global integra-
tion into a Lie rack.

When g is a two-step nilpotent algebra, a Lie rack integrating g can be
defined without integrating the Leibniz algebras 2−cocycle associated with g,
since [g, g] ⊆ Zl(g).

Theorem 2.9. [18] Let g be a two-step nilpotent algebra, let g0 = g/ [g, g] and
let ω : g0×g0 → [g, g] be the Leibniz algebras 2−cocycle associated with the short
exact sequence

0 [g, g] g g0 0.

Then the multiplication

(x, a)✄ (y, b) = (y, b) + [(x, a), (y, b)] = (y, b+ ω(x, y))

defines a Lie rack structure on the vector space g0× [g, g], such that (0, 0) is the
unit element and T(0,0)(g0 × [g, g] ,✄) is a Leibniz algebra isomorphic to g.

Now we recall how to integrate the indecomposable nilpotent real Leibniz al-
gebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal listed in the previous section. We
suppose that A ∈ Mn(R) is the companion matrix of the power of an irreducible
monic polynomial f(x) ∈ R[x]. Thus A is similar to the n× n Jordan block of
eigenvalue a ∈ R or A is similar to JR, where R ∈ M2(R) is the realification of
some complex number z = α+ iβ.
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Example 2.10. Let g = lA2n+1 and let {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, h} be a basis of g.
The Lie global rack integrating g is RA

2n+1 = (g0 × Rh,✄) with multiplication

(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z)✄ (x′

1, . . . , x
′

n, y
′

1, . . . , y
′

n, z
′) =

=



x′

1, . . . , x
′

n, y
′

1, . . . , y
′

n, z
′ +

n
∑

i,j=1

[

(δij + aij)xiy
′

j + (−δij + aij)x
′

iyj
]



 .

Definition 2.11. [18] (RA
2n+1,✄) is called the Heisenberg rack.

When A is the zero matrix, i.e. when g = h2n+1 is the (2n+1)−dimensional

Heisenberg Lie algebra, we have that R
0n×n

2n+1 = Conj(H2n+1).
In the same way, we can find the Lie racks integrating the Kronecker algebra

and the Dieudonné algebra.

Definition 2.12. [18] Let g = kn and let {e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, h} be a basis of
g. The Kronecker rack Kn = (g0 × Rh,✄) is the Lie rack with multiplication

x✄ y = y + [x, y]kn , ∀x, y ∈ Kn.

Definition 2.13. [18] Let g = dn and let {e1, . . . , e2n+1, h} be a basis of g. The
Dieudonné rack Dn = (g0 × Rh,✄) is the Lie rack with multiplication

x✄ y = y + [x, y]dn
, ∀x, y ∈ Dn.

One can check that T(0,0) Kn
∼= kn and T(0,0) Dn

∼= dn.

3 Isotopisms

The concept of isotopism between two algebraic structures was introduced in [1]
by A. A. Albert (see also [2] and [16]) in order to classify non-associative algebras
by generalizing the notion of isomorphism. We define here isotopisms for Leibniz
algebras and racks.

Definition 3.1. Let (g, [−,−]) and (h, [−,−]h) be left Leibniz algebras over F.
An isotopism between g and h is a triple of linear isomorphisms

(f, g, h) : g ⇆ h

such that
[f(x), g(y)]h = h([x, y]), ∀x, y ∈ g.

We say that g and h are isotopic Leibniz algebras.

An isotopism is said to be a right isotopism if f = h and a left isotopism
if g = h. We observe that, if f : g ⇆ h is an isomorphism of Leibniz algebras,
then the triple (f, f, f) is a (left and right) isotopism.
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Definition 3.2. Let (X,✄, 1) and (Y,✄Y , 1Y ) be left pointed racks. An iso-
topism between X and Y is a triple of bijections

(f, g, h) : X ⇆ Y

such that f(1) = g(1) = h(1) = 1Y and

f(x)✄Y g(y) = h(x✄ y), ∀x, y ∈ X.

Also in this case, every isomorphism of racks can be seen as a left and right
isotopism. Moreover, one can define the notion of Lie rack isotopism by asking
that f, g, h are diffeomorphisms.

The following is the generalization of a result proved by A. A. Albert in [2]
for isotopisms of quasigroups.

Remark 3.3. Every isotopism (f, g, h) between two algebraic structures is
isomorphic to a principal isotopism, i.e. an isotopism of the form (f̃ , g̃, id).
To be more precise, let (A, ·) and (B, ◦) be two algebraic structures and let
(f, g, h) : A ⇆ B be an isotopism. We define a binary operation ∗ : B ×B → B
by

h(x) ∗ h(y) = h(xy), ∀x, y ∈ A.

In this way (A, ·) and (B, ∗) are isomorphic and h(x)∗h(y) = f(x)◦ g(y). Thus
(hf−1)(x̄) ∗ (hg−1)(ȳ) = x̄ ◦ ȳ, where x̄ = f(x), ȳ = g(y), and we obtain the
principal isotopism (fh−1, gh−1, idB) : (B, ◦) ⇆ (B, ∗).

(B, ◦) (B, ∗)

(A, ·)

(fh−1,gh−1,idB)

(f,g,h)
h

In the case that (A, ·) and (B, ◦) are finite dimensional non-associative al-
gebras over a field F, such as Leibniz algebras, we can identify the underlying
vector space of A and B as Fn, where n = dimFA = dimFB, and idB = idFn .

From Definition 3.1, it turns out that a difference between isomorphisms and
isotopisms is that one can find a Lie algebra that is isotopic to a Leibniz non-Lie
algebra, as the following example shows.

Example 3.4. Let h3 be the three-dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra, let A =
(aij)i,j ∈ GL2(F), B = (bij)i,j = A·diag{λ, µ}, with λ, µ ∈ F

∗ and let gAλ,µ be the
nilpotent Leibniz algebra with one-dimensional commutator ideal with structure
matrix





0 a11b22 − a21b12 0
a12b21 − a22b11 0 0

0 0 0



 .
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Then the triple of linear isomorphisms (f, g, idF3) : gAλ,µ ⇆ h3, where f and g
are defined respectively by the matrices





a11 a21 0
a12 a22 0
0 0 α



 and





b11 b21 0
b12 b22 0
0 0 β



 , with α, β ∈ F
∗

is a principal isotopism. Indeed, for every x ≡ (x1, x2, x3), y ≡ (y1, y2, y3) ∈ F3,
we have

[f(x), g(y)]h3
=(0, 0, (a11x1 + a12x2)(b21y1 + b22y2)− (a21x1 + a22x2)(b11y1 + b12y2))

=(0, 0, (a11b22 − a21b12)x1y2 − (a12b21 − a22b11)x2y1) = [x, y]gA
λ,µ

,

since a11b21 − b11a21 = a12b22 − b12a22 = 0.

One can check that, if λ =
2

det(A)
−µ, then gAλ,µ = lα3 , where α = µ det(A)− 1.

Indeed gAλ,µ and lα3 have the same structure matrix, that is





0 µ det(A) 0
−λdet(A) 0 0

0 0 0



 =





0 1 + α 0
−1 + α 0 0

0 0 0



 .

Conversely, for every α ∈ F∗\{±1}, if we choose A = I2, λ = 1−α and µ = 1+α,
then gI2λ,µ = lα3 . Thus h3 and lα3 are isotopic for every α ∈ F, α 6= ±1. We note
that this result is not true if α = ±1, in fact in the next section we will show
that l±1

3 and h3 are not isotopic.

In a similar way, if µ = −λ =
1

det(A)
, then the structure matrix of gAλ,µ is





0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0



 ,

i.e. gAλ,µ = k1 is the Kronecker algebra. Thus lα3 is isotopic to k1, for every
α 6= ±1.

4 Isotopisms of two-step nilpotent algebras and

Lie racks

The main goal of this section is to investigate the isotopism classes of indecom-
posable nilpotent Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal over
a field F, with char(F) 6= 2. Moreover we will show that, when F = R, two
Leibniz algebras of this type are isotopic if and only if the Lie racks integrating
them are isotopic. For doing this, we need to find new isotopism invariants for
Leibniz algebras and Lie racks.

We start with the following definition, which was given by M. Elhamdadi
and E. M. Moutuou in [12].
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Definition 4.1. Let X be a left rack. The center of X is

Z(X) = {x ∈ X | x✄ y = y, ∀y ∈ X}.

We observe that Z(X) is a subrack of X since 1✄ y = y and

(x✄ x′)✄ y = x′
✄ y = y

for every x, x′ ∈ Z(X) and for every y ∈ X . In [12] the center of X is called the
stabilizer of X and it is denoted by Stab(X). We refer to it as the center for
the following reasons:

(1) if G is a group, then Z(Conj(G)) = Z(G);

(2) if X is a Lie rack and g = T1 X , then T1 Z(X) = Zl(g).

Proposition 4.2.

(i) Let g, h be Leibniz algebras and let (f, g, h) : g ⇆ h be an isotopism. Then

f(Zl(g)) = Zl(h), g(Zr(g)) = Zr(h), h([g, g]) = [h, h]

and the dimensions of the left center, of the right center and of the com-
mutator ideal are isotopism invariants.

(ii) Let X,Y be left racks and let (f, g, g) : X ⇆ Y be a left isotopism. Then

f(Z(X)) = Z(Y ).

In the case of Lie racks, the dimension of the center is a left isotopism
inviariant.

Proof.

(i) Let x, y ∈ h such that x = f(x̄), y = g(ȳ), with x̄, ȳ ∈ g. If x̄ ∈ Zl(g), then

[x, y]h = [f(x̄), g(ȳ)]h = h([x̄, ȳ]) = h(0) = 0

and x ∈ Zl(h). Conversely, if x ∈ Zl(h), then

0 = [x, y]h = [f(x̄), g(ȳ)]h = h([x, y]).

Thus [x̄, ȳ] ∈ Ker(h) = 0, i.e. x̄ ∈ Zl(g) and f(Zl(g)) = Zl(h). In a similar
way, one can check that g(Zr(g)) = Zr(h). Finally, for every x̄, ȳ ∈ g

h([x̄, ȳ]) = [f(x̄), g(ȳ)]h ∈ [h, h].

Coversely, for any x, y ∈ h, with x = f(x̄) and y = g(ȳ), we have

[x, y]h = h([x̄, ȳ]) ∈ h([g, g])

and h([g, g]) = [h, h].
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(ii) Let x, y ∈ Y such that x = f(x̄), y = g(ȳ), with x̄, ȳ ∈ X . If x̄ ∈ Z(X),
then

x✄ y = f(x̄)✄Y g(ȳ) = g(x̄✄ ȳ) = g(ȳ) = y

and x ∈ Z(Y ). Conversely, if x ∈ Z(Y ), then

g(ȳ) = y = x✄Y y = f(x̄)✄Y g(ȳ) = g(x̄✄ ȳ)

and the statement is proved, since g is injective.

The last proposition allows us to conclude that the algebras l±1
3 and h3

are not isotopic, since dimF Zl(l
1
3) = 2 (see Section 1.1) and dimF Z(h3) = 1.

Moreover, we recall that l13 and l−1
3 are isomorphic, and h3 is isotopic to lα3 , for

every α 6= ±1, thus lα3 and l±1
3 are not isotopic. This remark, combined with

the one we illustrated at the end of the previous section, leeds to the following.

Proposition 4.3. Let g be a three-dimensional indecomposable nilpotent Leibniz
algebra with one-dimensional commutator ideal over a field F, with char(F) 6= 2.
Then either g is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra l13, or g is isotopic to the
Heisenberg Lie algebra h3.

We want now to extend this result to the case that dimF g > 3.

Theorem 4.4. Let F be a field with char(F) 6= 2 and let g be a nilpotent Leibniz
algebra with dimF g = t ≥ 3 and dimF[g, g] = 1.

(i) If t = 2n+ 2, then g is isomorphic to the Dieudonné algebra dn.

(ii) If t = 2n+ 1, then either g is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra lJ1

2n+1,
where J1 is the n× n Jordan block of eigenvalue 1, or g is isotopic to the
Heisenberg Lie algebra h2n+1.

(iii) The Heisenberg algebras lJ1

2n+1 and l
J−1

2n+1 are not isotopic to any Lie alge-
bra.

Proof.

(i) If dimF g is even, then g must be isomorphic to the Dieudonné algebra dn,
where t = 2n+ 2.

(ii) If dimF g = 2n + 1 and g is not isomorphic to lJ1

2n+1, then g ∼= kn or
g ∼= lA2n+1, where A is the companion matrix of the power of an irreducible
monic polynomial p(x)k ∈ F[x] and it is not similar to the Jordan blocks
J1 and J−1. We want to show that both these Leibniz algebras are isotopic
to the Heisenberg Lie algebra h2n+1. The Leibniz algebra kn is isotopic
to the (2n + 1)-dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra via the left principal
isotopism (f, idFt , idFt), where

f(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z) =

= (x1 + x2, x2 + x3, . . . , xn−1 + xn, xn,−y1, y1 − y2, y2 − y3, . . . , yn−1 − yn, z),
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for every (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z) ∈ Ft. The Heisenberg algebra lA2n+1 is
isotopic to h2n+1 via the triple (f, idFt , idFt), where f is the linear isomor-
phism defined by the matrix

























0

In +A 0
...
0
0

0 In −AT
...
0

0 · · · · · · 0 0 · · · · · · 0 1

























We observe that f is a bijection since the matrices In + A and In − AT

are invertible. Indeed one has

det(xIn +A) = (−1)nf(x),

det(xIn −AT ) = det(xIn −A) = f(x)

and for x = 1
det(In +A) = (−1)nf(−1),

det(In −AT ) = f(1).

Thus f is not invertible if and only if p(1) = 0 or p(−1) = 0. Since p(x)
is irreducible over F, this would imply that p(x) = x − 1 or p(x) = x + 1
and A would be similar to the n× n Jordan block J1 or J−1. We have a
contradiction since we supposed that g is not isomorphic to the Heisenberg

algebra lJ1

2n+1. Finally, by Proposition 4.2 we have that lJ1

2n+1 and l
J−1

2n+1

are not isotopic to h2n+1 since

dimF Zl(l
J±1

2n+1) = 2,

dimF Z(h2n+1) = 1

and the dimension of the left center is an isotopism invariant.

(iii) If we suppose that there exists a Lie algebra p and an isotopism

(f, g, h) : lJ1

2n+1 ⇆ p,

then, by Proposition 4.2, dimF[p, p] = 1 and dimF Z(p) = 2. For the
classification of Lie algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal (see
Section 3 of [13]), p = p1 ⊕ p2, where p1 is an abelian algebra and p2 is
either the non-abelian Lie algebra of dimension 2 (i.e. p2 has basis {e1, e2}
and the Lie bracket is defined by [e1, e2] = e1), or it is an Heisenberg
algebra h2k+1. In the first case, dimF p1 must be odd. Thus dimF Z(p) is
also odd, since Z(p) = p1. In the second one, dimF p1 must be even and

dimF Z(p) = dimF p1 + dimF Z(h2k+1) = dimF p1 + 1
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is odd. Hence, in both cases we have a contradiction and lJ1

2n+1 cannot
be isotopic to a Lie algebra. The statement is also valid for the Leibniz

algebra l
J−1

2n+1, since it is isomorpich to lJ1

2n+1.

In the last theorem we showed that an isotopism between two nilpotent Leib-
niz algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal g, h can be always chosen
of the form (f, idFt , idFt). In the next lemma we show that, if F is the field of
real numbers, such an isotopism turns out to be also an isotopism between the
Lie racks integrating g and h. We recall that, by Theorem 2.9, we can identify
the underlying vector space of a Lie rack X integrating a two-step nilpotent
Leibniz algebra, with its tangent space T1 X .

Lemma 4.5. Let F = R and let g, h be two-step nilpotent algebras with dimR g =
dimR h = t. Let X,Y be the Lie racks integrating g and h respectively.

(i) If (f, g, g) : g ⇆ h is a left Leibniz algebra isotopism, then it is also a Lie
rack isotopism between X and Y .

(ii) If (f, g, h) : X ⇆ Y is a Lie rack isotopism, then g = h and it turns out
to be a Leibniz algebra isotopism between g and h.

(iii) Let dimR[g, g] = dimR[h, h] = 1. Then g is isotopic to h if and only if X
is isotopic to Y .

Proof. The multiplications of the Lie racks X and Y can be written as

x✄ y = y + [x, y]g, x′
✄Y y′ = y′ + [x′, y′]h, ∀x, y ∈ X, ∀x′, y′ ∈ Y.

(i) If (f, g, g) : g ⇆ h is an isotopism of Leibniz algebra, then

f(x)✄Y g(y) = g(y) + [f(x), g(y)]h = g(y) + g([x, y]) = g(x✄ y),

for every x, y ∈ X .

(ii) If (f, g, h) : X ⇆ Y is an isotopism of Lie racks, then

g(y) = 1Y ✄Y g(y) = f(1X)✄Y g(y) = h(1X ✄ y) = h(y), ∀y ∈ X,

thus g = h and the triple (f, g, g) becomes an isotopism between g and h,
since

g(y) + [f(x), g(y)]h = f(x)✄Y g(y) = g(x✄ y) = g(y) + g([x, y])

for every x, y ∈ X , and then

[f(x), g(y)]h = g([x, y]).
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(iii) If X and Y are isotopic Lie racks, then from (ii) g and h are isotopic
Leibniz algebra. Conversely, if g and h are isotopic nilpotent Leibniz
algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal, then by Theorem 4.4,
an isotopism between them can be chosen of the form (f, idFt , idFt) and,
from (ii), it becomes an isotopism between X and Y .

The last result allows us to describe the isotopism classes of Lie global racks
integrating the indecomposable nilpotent Leibniz algebras with one-dimensional
commutator ideal.

Theorem 4.6. Let F = R and let X be a Lie rack integrating a nilpotent Leibniz
algebra g with dimF g = t and dimF[g, g] = 1.

(i) If t = 2n+ 2, then X is isomorphic to the Dieudonné rack Dn.

(ii) If t = 2n+ 1, then either X is isomorphic to the Heisenberg rack RJ1

2n+1,
where J1 is the n×n Jordan block of eigenvalue 1, or X is isotopic to the
conjugation of the Heisenberg Lie group Conj(H2n+1).

(iii) The Heisenberg racks RJ1

2n+1 and R
J−1

2n+1 are not isotopic to any Lie quan-
dle.

Proof.

(i) If t is even, then g ∼= dn and X is isomorphic to the Dieudonné rack Dn.

(ii) If t = 2n + 1 and g ∼= lJ1

2n+1, then X is isomorphic to the Heisenberg

rack RJ1

2n+1. If this is not the case, then g is isotopic to h2n+1 and X is
isomorphic either to the Kronecker rack Kn, or to RA

2n+1, where A = Jα
with α ∈ R \ {±1}, or A = JR and R = Rα,β as in Section 1.2. Note
that the last case is admissible if and only if n in even. Since both kn and
lA2n+1 are isotopic to the Heisenberg Lie algebra h2n+1 with a left principal
isotopism (f, idFt , idFt), by Lemma 4.5 we can conclude that both Kn and
RA

2n+1 are isotopic to Conj(H2n+1). Thus X is isotopic to the conjugation

of the Heisenberg Lie group. Finally RJ1

2n+1 and Conj(H2n+1) are not
isotopic. Indeed, if we suppose that there exists an isotopism

(f, g, h) : RJ1

2n+1 ⇆ Conj(H2n+1),

then, by Lemma 4.5, g = h and we obtain a contradiction, since (f, g, g)
would become an isotopism between the Leibniz algebras lJ1

2n+1 and h2n+1.

Another way to show that RJ1

2n+1 and Conj(H2n+1) are not isotopic racks
is to see that

Z(RJ1

2n+1) = {(0, y, z) | y, z ∈ R},

Z(Conj(H2n+1)) = {(0, 0, z) | z ∈ R},

where we use the same notation of Example 2.10, and we proved in Propo-
sition 4.2 that the dimension of the center of a Lie rack is a left isotopism
invariant.
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(iii) If RJ1

2n+1 were isotopic to a Lie quandle X , then lJ1

2n+1 would be isotopic
to the Leibniz algebra g = T1 X . By Theorem 2.7, g is a Lie algebra and
X = Conj(G), where Lie(G) = g. Thus lJ1

2n+1 would be isotopic to a Lie
algebra and, by (iii) of Theorem 4.4, this is a contradiction. The same

argument can be used for the Lie rack R
J−1

2n+1.

In the last section we saw that, though the problem of finding isomorphism
classes of the complex Heisenberg algebras lJa

2n+1 is still open, the notion of
isotopism allow us to classify all the possible non-isotopic nilpotent Leibniz
algebras with one-dimensional commutator ideal. Moreover, this induces also
a classification of the non-isotopic Lie racks integrating such class of nilpotent
Leibniz algebras.
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